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Star wars rebel ship classes

Wikipedia's list of articles below is a list of starships, cruisers, battleships and other spaceships in Star Wars movies, books and video games. The spaceship appears in the original Death Star home trilogy article: Death Star is a battle station empire that can destroy the planet. It appears throughout the Star Wars franchise, particularly the original trilogy.
Super Star Destroyer Home article: Star Destroyer Artist serves as Darth Vader's personal flagship during the events of the Empire Strikes Back, leading the Death Squadron against the Rebel Alliance on Hoth and in pursuit of the Millennium Falcon. It is shown again in Return of the Jedi, where during the final space battle it collapses after the rebel wing
crashes into the command bridge, causing the Performer to lose control and collapse as the gravity of the second Death Star pulls the flagship onto its surface. For The Empire Strikes Back, George Lucas wanted the Artist to be so massive that the previous Star Destroyers seemed tiny. A six-foot model of the Artist was built, which had more than 150,000
individual lights. According to chief fashion designer Lorne Peterson, the ship was originally scaled to appear sixteen miles long, though sources will later make changes to that figure. According to Star Wars sources in the universe, the Artist was the leading ship of the new Star Dreadnoughts class; The term SuperStar Destroyer is colloquial, applied to any
ship more than the standard Imperial Star Destroyer. At an altitude of 19,000 m, the ship bristled with thousands of turbolasers, ion cannons, rocket launchers and tractor beams. It also carries over a thousand ships, including TIE Fighters. Home one (Mon-Kalamari Cruiser) Home article: Mon Calamari cruiser Home One made its theatrical appearance in
Return of the Jedi as Admiral Akbar's flagship during the Battle of Endor. The design of the model, as well as other cruisers Mon Calamari appearing in the film, was a joint effort between George Lucas, Nilo Rhodes-Jamero, and Joe Johnston. The more organic view of the cruisers was a sharp contrast to the design of the Empire ships, and likened the
special effects to head Ken Ralston Mebius drawing. The background material identifies Home One as the MC80A cruiser, a class ship originally built by Mont Calamari for exploration in deep space, but upgraded for war. Because it serves as Admiral Akbar's command and control center, it is also known as the headquarters of the frigate. The largest and
most advanced capital ship in the Rebel Alliance fleet, the Home One is 1,300 m (4,300 feet) long and has extensive armament with twenty-nine batteries, thirty-six ion cannon batteries and six traction beam projectors. Twenty hangars allow Home One to function as carrier for fighter jet and other vessels. Some sections of Home One are also filled with water
to reproduce the natural environment of Mont Calamari's home world. The Imperial Amphibious Ship (Sentinel-class amphibious assault ship) Imperial amphibious assault ship (or Sentinel-class amphibious assault ship) was designed for a special edition of Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope and created entirely with CGI. However, they first appeared in the
products of Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire multimedia campaign. According to the universe, the main mission of the Sentinel-class spacecraft is to deploy the Imperial Armed Forces from orbit to the planet, although it can be used for other missions, including short-range reconnaissance, cargo transport and close air support. Heavily armored and
equipped with a powerful deflector shield, imperial landers carry eight laser guns, two rocket shock rigs, two blaster cannons and an ion cannon tower. As a troop transport, it can carry 54 stormtroopers into battle, or transport vehicles through a cargo pod mounted on its underside. The T4a-class Imperial Shuttle (Lambda-type shuttle) first appeared in Star
Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi and was later added to the special edition of The Empire Strikes Back. Joe Johnston, Ralph McCuarry and Nilo Rhodes-Jamero borrowed elements from Skyhopper, designed for New Hope, while refining the shuttle's appearance. Earlier versions were square, boat-like, or had components similar to TIE fighter jets.
Industrial Light and Magic fashion designers made two shooting models, although CGI versions were used for the appearance of the ship in The Empire Strikes Back. The Theta-class shuttle in Revenge of the Sith was designed to look like a precursor to the Lambda class. The main article of the Imperial Star Destroyer: Star Destroyer Star Destroyers is the
assault ships of the Galactic Empire. Like the Republic's assault ships, they have similar hulls, bridges, engines and many other parts. They appear in various forms throughout the Star Wars franchise. Rawager, the first of the Rawagher-class star destroyers, was destroyed during the Battle of Jakku. The Millennium Falcon (YT-1300 Light Cargo Ship) Main
article: The Millennium Falcon Falcon is a highly modified YT-1300F light cargo ship captained by smuggler Han Solo (Harrison Ford) and his first Vuki assistant, Chewbacca (Peter Mayhew). The lightweight cargo ship YT-1300 Corellian, manufactured by the Corellian Engineering Corporation, was, in fact, a giant loader designed to tug around giant
container ships. As one of the most successful projects in history, the appeal of the ship is not its main equipment, but its modular ability to take number of changes and changes. But the downside is the cockpit is placed on the right side making it extremely difficult to pilot properly. Its popularity among cargo ship captains across the galaxy guaranteed
commercial exploitation in the galaxy in the last days of the Galactic Republic and the reign of the Galactic Empire. Rebel Medical Frigate (frigate Nebulon-B) Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) receives a prosthetic arm aboard Redemption, a modified frigate escorted by Nebulon-B, at the end of Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back. The Nebulon-B
medical frigate is part of the Rebel Alliance fleet at the Battle of Endor in Return of the Jedi. The expanded material of the universe claims that the relatively available frigates Nebulon-B, which are effective in attracting fighters, are used by both the Rebellion and the Galactic Empire. The frigates appear in several LucasArts titles, including the X-Wing, Empire
at War in real-time and Star Wars: Battlefront, as well as episodes of The Hour of zero hour and Secret Cargo of Star Wars Rebels. Industrial Light and Magic's Nilo Rhodes-Jamero and Joe Johnston created the frigate late while working on The Empire Strikes Back, with the design following George Lucas's suggestion that it be based on a hanging engine.
The model was released in a short time with limited financial access; It was built mainly of components left over from previous kitbashing exercises, including battleship hulls and artillery pieces. The resulting model was 247 centimeters (97 inches) long, 99 centimeters (39 inches) tall, and included a window where another from the stage in the medical bay
could be inserted for filming. After filming was completed, Lucas decided to return to the end of the film to better establish the final locations of the characters, requiring the construction of a part of the frigate corresponding to the scale of the 2-foot (0.61 m) Millennium Falcon model. The model was originally called Rebel Starcruiser or Rebel Cruiser, but
during the filming of Return of the Jedi it was renamed Rebel Medical Frigate after the cruiser's name was used for the cruiser Mon Calamari. According to the universe sources, the frigate escort EF76 Nebulon-B is a versatile design that can be modified to perform a variety of roles, from long-range reconnaissance to search and rescue missions. The fully
armed frigate, 300 m long and 980 feet long, is equipped with twelve turbolasers, twelve laser cannons and a pair of traction beam projectors and can carry a full squadron of fighter jets. The design is best known for service as a medical frigate, with a full range of hospital facilities and a capacity of 700 patients. The Rebel Transport (MEDIUM Transport GR75) GR-75 medium-transport is a class which first appears in the Empire Empire Back during the evacuation of the Echo base on Hoth, and made appearances in other media. Only 90m (300 feet) long, these ships are described in Star Wars sources as largely consisting of a thick exterior hull with its interior fully open to modular cargo pods. They are held
on the spot by a magnetic shield and allow the transport of 19,000 metric tons (42,000,000 pounds) of cargo. Cheap and easy to maintain, these vehicles are equipped with only four double laser guns and minimal deflector shields, although some are upgraded for combat. Slave I Slave I is a starship used by bounty hunter Boba Fett (Jeremy Bullock) in
Empire Strikes Back and his father, Django Fett (Temuera Morrison) in Attack of the Clones. The design of the ship is said to resemble the shape of a street lamp. However, the actual inspiration for the ship's shape was the radar dish, according to Nilo Rhodes-Jamero, assistant art director and visual effects creator at The Empire Strikes Back. RhodesJamero created the original design after seeing Joe Johnston's ideas for Boba Fett, and claims that the original design I had round, but when you looked at it from the outside, it became elliptical ... George (Lucas) thought it was elliptical, so that's what he's become. He goes on to say that building a ship in ILM, someone looked at the street lights and pointed
out that they looked like the ship Beans. So everyone started to think that's where I got the idea for the design. His appearance in the original release of The Empire Strikes Back was realized by a combination of matte painting and 69-centimeter (27-inch) model. Tantive IV (Rebel Blockade Runner) Main article: Tantive IV The Tantive IV, identified in the
original material as the CR90 Corellian corvette, first appears in the first scene of the original Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope, under the command of Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) as she evades the pursuit of Darth Vader (David Prowse/James Earl Jones) aboard his Imperial Star Destroyer. Her adoptive father, Bale Organa (Jimmy Smiths), was seen
using a similar vessel during the prequel of the film Revenge of the Sith, identified in the source of the material as the MODEL CR70 Tantive III. Corellian corvettes, also known as Rebel Blockade Runners for their powerful propulsion array and ability to overtake customs vessels, are produced by the Corellian Engineering Corporation. The spacecraft, which
appears in Prequel Dooku's solar sailer Darth Tyranus, also known as Count Dooku (Christopher Lee), reaches Coruscant at the end of Star Wars: Episode II - Attack of the Clones aboard the 116-year-old interstellar sloop Punworcca, better known as the solar sailboat built by Huppla PasaTar. The ship, which also appears several times in the Wars: The
Clone Wars, equipped with a solar sail that was originally part of the for the royal starlet Naboo in Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace. However, the model has been redesigned to reflect the harsher conditions of geonosis and Geonosians insects, resembling both beetles and butterflies. It was originally supposed to have separate pilot and
passenger compartments, but during production this was changed and a forward cockpit bubble was added when it was determined that there was a need for a shot of Dooku sitting next to his pilot. It's kind of like an An-2 private jet in real life. During the filming of Attack of the Clones, a full-carb model of a sailboat was built to conduct a lightsaber duel
between Count Dooku and Ioda (Frank Oz). According to Star Wars canonical sources, the solar sailboat is a luxury yacht ordered by Dooku from his allies on Geonosis before the Clone Wars. While only 16.7m (55ft) long, it's surprisingly spacious with a room for Dooku's data book library and fast with a grade 1.5 hyperdrive. Instead of carrying fuel, the
sailboat deploys a 100m (330ft) wide sail that collects interstellar energy and directs it directly to the engines. To protect it from attack, the vessel is equipped with eighty-four tractor/repulsive beam projectors. The invisible hand (Providenance-class aircraft carrier/destroyer) of General Grievous's flagship in Revenge of the Sith is an invisible hand, appearing
in the starting space battle over the planet Coruscant. With Supreme Chancellor Palpatine (Ian McDiarmid) held captive aboard the ship, Jedi Knights Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan McGregor) and Anakin Skywalker (Hayden Christensen) launch a rescue mission to save him by boarding a ship where they confront and ultimately defeat Count Duca (Christopher
Lee). With the Invisible Hand crippled in battle, General Grievous runs aboard the escape capsule as the heroes successfully guide her to an emergency landing on the planet below. George Lucas personally had a hand in the design of the ship, including the addition of a raised spire in which Obi-Wan, Anakin and Count Dooku have their duels. The raised
spire also helped distinguish the command ship from other capital ships over Coruscant. While the ship was completely CGI, unlike similarly simulated ships for the film it needed a complex interior that was fully displayed for the different parts of the set that occur during the film. Once the floor plans were approved, they were built as CG and actual rooms,
with several large-scale sets for actors to perform in. several serial-type antics were cut from the final release. Other sets built inside the mounts that could rotate them were used to depict the wreck of the ship. The Invisible described according to references in the universe as providence class classification representing the dueling roles of the dreadnought in
planetary domination. At 1,088 m (3,570 feet) long, the Invisible Hand can reveal huge damage with fourteen four-seater turbolaser cannons, two heavy ion cannons, thirty-four double laser cannons, twelve current defense ion cannons, and a hundred proton torpedo launchers. Its hangers can carry twenty squadrons of fighters and more than 400 ground
assault vehicles for planetary invasions. Its main upper sensor tower contains an observation deck that provides commanders with an unobstructed view of combat. The Naboo Royal Cruiser is also known as the Naboo Diplomatic Cruiser, this ship makes its theatrical appearance in the opening scene of Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones. The ship is
escorted by Naboo N-1 fighter jets carrying Senator Padme Amidala (Natalie Portman) to Coruscant for an important vote on the Military Creation Act. Arriving to rest on the landing site, the ship exploded in an attempt on the life of Senator Amidala, although she escapes unharmed. The ship's design was inspired by the B-2 Spirit stealth bomber. While the
cruiser was entirely CGI, a full-size landing pad set was built for the cast with a digital matte pattern inserted to create the background. Pyrotechnics was used in filming the scene, although much of the explosion was created with CGI visual effects art director Alex Jaeger. Reference materials on the Diplomatic Cruiser say that it was developed after the
invasion of Naboo to correct the shortcomings in the previous starship J-Type 327. Still unarmed and covered with shiny chrome coating, it is nonetheless faster and better protected, with an additional backup drive in case the main class 0.7 hyperdrive fails. At 39m (128ft) long, the ship's spacious interiors are designed with comfort in mind for four VIPs, six
bodyguards and a crew of five. The front edge of the wing is also equipped with four sockets to recharge N-1 fighter jets for docking with the ship. Naboo Royal Starship The Naboo Royal Starship features prominently in the episode Star Wars I: The Phantom Menace as the ship that queen Padme Amidala (Natalie Portman), Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan
McGregor) and Kwai-Gon Jinn (Liam Neeson) use to break out of the nabu blockade. After arriving at Tatooine, where they free a young Anakin Skywalker (Jake Lloyd), the heroes continue aboard the Royal Starship on Coruscant before finally using it to return to Naboo and free the planet from the occupation of the Merchant Federation in the climax battle.
The early design depicted a ship operating on a solar sail; When Lucas called for a sleek look, designer Doug Chang drew inspiration from 1950s hooded embellishments. According to Chan, the queen's ship was to be an example of thean technology technology The Space Shuttle is an example of the power of technology in America. The thirty-10, very
detailed model of the ship was built, then cut into one-ed sections and scanned to create a digital model. To reduce the amount of CGI work on the film and get more realistic footage of the ship in natural light, a large ten-foot model was also created to capture scenes of the ship upon landing. According to the material in the universe, the Royal Starship Nabul
was to be a visual representation of Naboo's glory. A modified J-type 327 Nubian starship, the ship's unique space frame was handmade by Theed Palace Space Vessel Engineering Corp., and this decorative coating of royal chrome - reserved only for the monarch of Naboo - was hand-polished and crafted by artisans. The no-weapon, 76m (249ft)-long ship
featured state-of-the-art deflector shields and a cohort of astromech droids to make emergency repairs. One drawback was that this high performance T-14 hyperdrive, while easy to purchase on many civilized worlds, may be harder to find on more distant planets. Naboo Star Scyth Padme Amidala rides to Mustafar aboard the Satbu Star Skiff in Star Wars:
Episode III - Revenge of the Sith confront anankin Skywalker/Darth Vader (Hayden Christensen) after he turns to the Dark Side. Designer Ryan Church sketched the ship to appear supercharged. Only the ship's landing ramp was built on a full scale; some of the footage was altered from the material used in the Clone Attack. The ship is designed to resemble
rocket ships seen in pulp fiction literature. Neimoidian Shuttle (transport shuttle type Sheathipede) neimoidian shuttles first appear in The Phantom Menace and are seen throughout the prequel trilogy and clone wars television series. Their design is based on the trade federation amphibious assault ship, turned vertically and modified to be more insectoid and
less symmetrical. They are also used by other separatist leaders such as Nuvo Windy and Wat Tambor. Star Wars knowledge refers to these vessels as Sheathipede-class transport shuttles built by insects, like the Charrian species, particularly popular among the Neimoids, but used by many worlds associated with the separatist cause. Designed for shortrange diplomatic missions, these 20-meter (66-foot) shuttles are equipped with powerful communication units and are unarmed, but can be modified to perform combat missions. Some of them also include an automatic pilot, allowing for a more expansive passenger compartment. In Attack of the Clones for the first time there are ships of the republican
assault ship type Acclamator (type Acclamator). These ships, originally called transports Jedi demonstrate a connection with the star destroyers of the original trilogy through their triangular enclosures. According to Star Wars reference materials, these assault ships were Rotana is heavy engineered to serve as the main transport of the Republic troops in the
early Clone Wars, with a secondary offensive role in space battles. At 752 m (2,467 ft) long, these assault ships are unlike many other Star Wars ships of similar size in that they can land directly on the planet's surface, carrying up to 16,000 clone troopers and their vehicles directly into battle. Their weapons include twelve four-seater turbolaser towers,
twenty-four laser guns and four rocket launchers. The Republic Attack Cruiser, officially known as the Venator Star Destroyers, first appeared in the Sith Revenge space battle and appeared throughout the Star Wars franchise. Described in the universe as large and powerful battleships of the Republican Fleet, the strike cruisers are 1,137 m long with a crew
of 7,400 men and are powerfully armed with eight heavy twin turbolaser turrets, two medium double turbolaser turrets, fifty-two point laser cannons, four heavy proton torpedo installations and six tractor beam projectors. The 500m (1,600ft) long flight deck is built directly into the bow of the ship with bow doors, allowing a quick exit for the ship's suite of 420
fighter jets, forty LAAT guns and twenty-four AT-TEs. After the republic's victory, these cruisers continued to serve under the leadership of the Galactic Empire. The Consular-class Republic Cruiser Radiant VII is the first vessel to be seen in the Ghost Threat. Jedi Knights Kwai-Gon Jinn (Liam Neeson) and Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan McGregor) travel aboard
Radiant VII on a mission to end the blockade of the planet Naboo. After docking with the Federation Droid Control ship, Radiant VII collapses to prevent the Jedi from escaping. Originally, the Radiant VII was supposed to be smooth, like most of the Old Republic ships depicted in the Star Wars prequel trilogy. However, Lucas suggested a design similar to the
ships in the original trilogy; Doug Chang and Lucasfilm's art department responded with a design similar to the Tantive IV model created for Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope. Several antennas were added to focus on the cockpit during the opening sequence of The Phantom Menace. To film the destruction of Radiant VII, the crew built a giant seven-yard
model and rigged it with pyrotechnics, around which a large-scale hanger was built. This use of practical special effects allowed parts of the exploding model to interact with the environment without the use of CGI resources. According to the Star Wars Data Bank, consular class cruisers such as Radiant VII are instantly recognizable across the galaxy.
Corellian Engineering Corporation, Corporation, Republic cruisers are usually unarmed and have a red color scheme as a symbol of neutrality and diplomatic immunity. At 115m (377ft) long, their features include strong deflector shields, three powerful Dyne 577 radial jet engines and a Longe Voltrans three arc CD-3.2 hyperdrive for faster than light travel.
Under the bridge is a replacement diplomatic cabin pod, which can be catapulted from the cruiser in an emergency. During the Clone Wars, many Republic Cruisers underwent the Charger c70 upgrade to become the frigates of the Republic. Slightly longer at 139 m (456 feet), these vessels have been upgraded with additional armor covering, a double laser
gun and five two turbolaser gun turrets. Scimitar (Sith Infiltrator) Darth Mole pilots sith infiltrators named Scimitar in The Phantom Menace. Its design includes elements of the TIE interceptor and the Lambda-class shuttle. The car was made into Hasbro and Galoob toys and sets of models from Lego and Ertl. Star cargo ship Padme Amidala and Anakin
Skywalker travel to Naboo aboard a star in a clone attack. The transport design is partly based on an ocean liner. Techno Union Starship (Hardcell-class Interstellar Transport) Techno Union Starships appeared in the film Attack of the Clones during the Battle of Geonosis, when an army of droid separatists tries to keep the clone soldiers of the Galactic
Republic. Reference material about the ship's class describes it as a common spectacle in the Star Wars universe, 220m (720ft) long with a Class 1 hyperdrive and six large rocket engines, but ineffective as a combatant with only two laser gun batteries. The absence of repulsive lifts gives it limited maneuverability in the planet's atmosphere, and the large
fuel reserves for its missiles are a blatant weakness that can be used during combat. Of the 286 Techno Union starships at the Battle of Geonosis, 169 escaped. The Thota-Class Shuttle Emperor Palpatine (Ian McDiarmid) travels aboard the Feta-class shuttle in Revenge of the Sith. The spacecraft was designed to look like the precursor to the Lambda-class
shuttle. Only the shuttle landing ramp was built for filming. The Battleship of the Trade Federation (Lucrehulk-type battleship) Trade Federation Lucrehulk-type battleships appear in the Prequel trilogy and various other Star Wars media. Lucas encouraged these ships to have a plate to look at with a distinct front and rear achieved by placing the engines on
one side of the ship and the antenna and docking bay on the other. In The Phantom Menace, the fleet of these ships uses the blockade of the planet Naboo, one of which (identified in the background as Vuutun Palaa) serves as the droid control ship at the center of the film's climax. To capture the destruction of the control ship 1/800 scale model was and
blasted using specially designed pyrotechnic material to simulate a believably massive explosion, and shot at 340 frames per second to get enough frames to cut. The second large-scale model of the ship's hangar was created and set up for the scene where Anakin Skywalker (Jake Lloyd) accidentally flies his fighter jet inside the ship. In the universe, these
vessels were originally cargo cargo ships of the Class Lucrehulk LH-3210, which the Trade Federation secretly modified into warships to build up its armed forces. At 3,170 m (10,400 feet) in diameter, each massive battleship can carry the entire army: 6,250 armored assault tanks, 550 multirole vehicles, 1,500 troop carriers, 50 C-9979 landing ships, 1,500
doid vultures and more than 329,000 B1 combat droids. However, the conversion was not entirely successful and there were several weaknesses to these powerful ships. For example, despite the fact that they are well armed with 185 quad-core laser batteries, 520 assault laser guns and 51 turbolaser, the blind spots in the arms cover left vulnerable angles
at which enemy ships could target. A small number of these battleships were further modified as droid control vehicles and were distinguished by additional communication systems and computers to control the armies of the Droids of the Trade Federation; destroying the droid control ship would disable all droids under his command. The most famous
Lucrehulk-class ship is the flagship cargo ship of the Saak'ak Trade Federation, overseeing the invasion of Naboo in the Phantom Menace. The Trade Federation of Amphibious Merchants ships transported the invasion forces of the Trade Federation to the surface of Naboo in the Phantom Menace and appeared in other Star Wars media. Although the
original designs resembled airships, the final design is based on dragonflies. George Lucas compared the ship's resemblance to a biplane. In addition to digital models, an eight-foot-wide lander model was built to capture scenes of these ships landing on the surface of Naboo. Another larger model of the lander doorway was built to capture scenes of Trade
Federation cars leaving the ship. Formally known in the setting as the C-9979 Landing Craft, these vessels have an impressive wingspan that is used to store a huge number of vehicles: 114 armored assault tanks, 11 multirole vehicles and 28 aircraft carriers. Powerful tensor field generators link these removable wings to the vessel, while the repulsive
prevent them from sagging under their own weight. Manufactured for the Trade Federation haor Chall Engineering, the 210-meter (690 ft)-long ship has a crew of 88 combat droids and is armed and tower laser guns. The spacecraft appearing in other media Star Wars Ghost (VCX-100 light cargo ship) Ghost is a modified VCX-100 light cargo ship
manufactured by Corellian Engineering Engineering appears in the television series Star Wars Rebel. Owned and piloted by the gifted Twi'lek, Hera Syndulla (voiced by Vanessa Marshall), it serves as a home base for a small group of Lotal Rebels in the Empire Era. Named for its ability to travel past Imperial sensors without detection on numerous missions
and skirmishes, the ship included many hidden surprises that helped the crew in their fight against the Empire. Among its many features were the 360-degree dorsal laser gun tower Ghost making a cameo appearance in Rogue One near the Great Temple of Massassi on Yavin IV. His captain, Hera Sindulla, is briefly mentioned in the film, and his repair
droid, Chopper, makes a brief appearance inside the temple. Han Solo claims ownership of the spacecraft of the same model in Solo: A Star Wars Story, during the game Sabacc, in which he first met Lando Calrissian. The Hammerhead corvette is a Hammerhead corvette that originally appeared in Star Wars and earned a prominent role in Rogue One: A
Star Wars Story during the final space battle, when one of those ships rammed a disabled Imperial Star Destroyer into another. Its CGI design was specifically designed to flag Tantive IV from the original Star Wars movie. In the universe, Hammerhead corvettes, officially known as Sfirna-class corvettes, are an ancient line of ships built by the Corellian
Engineering Corporation. Reliable and adaptable, these corvettes are 116.7 m long and are armed with two front and one rear double laser cannon, but can be modified with additional engines and additional modules. They are used by the Rebel Alliance in a variety of roles: reconnaissance ships, tugs, transports and even battleships. Rhett Allen, an
associate professor of physics at the University of× Southeast Louisiana, calculated in a 2017 article for Wired that Hammerhead's engines in Rogue One were to have generated 21011 (or 200 billion) Newton force to push star destroyer. This is 6,000 times the thrust power generated by the Saturn V. Imperial Freighter, a Landti-class cruiser, which refers to
the type of Gozanti-class cruiser that first appeared as a background ship in The Phantom Menace and appeared in other Star Wars media, primarily in the Star Wars television series. The background describes Gozanti-class cruisers as used by various factions, but those on imperial service have stronger deflective shields, faster engines and better
weapons to deter pirates and rebels from stealing their cargo. In addition to the dorsal double laser cannon tower and ventral heavy laser cannon tower, these are 63.8 m (209 ft) -long Can carry four TIE fighter jets through elongated docking clips. Clamps. Assault carriers are equipped with magnetic docking clips that allow them to carry a couple of walkers
for planetary attacks. Another option, the IGV-55 Surveillance Vessel, is equipped with multiple listening arrays, modified sensor engines, and a computer database to store billions of yottabytes of data. The Imperial/Jedi Light Cruiser (a light cruiser of the Arkitens class) is a vessel that first appeared in the 2008 television series The Clone Wars and in the
Star Wars Rebels television series. The source material describes him as serving the Galactic Republic during the Clone Wars as a light warship, earning the nickname Jedi Light Cruiser. After the victory of the Republic, it continued to serve the Galactic Empire in the same capacity, albeit under the name imperial Light Cruiser. Armed with four twin-barrel
turbolaser batteries and four four-cylinder laser towers, Arquitens-type ships can absorb an astonishing amount of damage thanks to their armored hulls and layers of energy shield. In Star Wars Legends, Outrider is Dash Rendar's CEC YT-2400 class cargo in the shadow of empire's multimedia campaign. It's a playable ship in the video game Shadows of
the Empire, and Kenner released outrider. While Steve Perry laid out the history and role of the ship, Doug Chang designed the ship itself. The Outrider was inserted into the special edition of A New Hope. The YT-2400 light cargo ship also appeared in Season 3 episode of Iron Squadron. It was piloted by Mart Mattin, nephew of rebel commander Jun Sato. It
is not known whether the ship should be the same as in New Hope. According to Gary Witt, who served as the writer of Rogue One, Dash Rendar is a controversial character among the Lucasfilm Story Group, which reduces the character's chances of becoming part of the canon. Profundity (cruiser Mon Calamari) Main article: Mon Calamari cruiser
Profundity first appears in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, leading the rebel fleet's attack on Scarif under the leadership of Admiral Raddus. He is identified in Star Wars sources as a modified STAR cruiser MC75, a class of Mon Calamari buildings and reconnaissance ships that have been repurposed for war. Depth itself was the former civil administration

tower of the city of Nistullum during the exodus of Mont Calamari from their home world. At an altitude of 1,204 m (3,950 feet) Profundity has a crew of 3,225 people and is well armed with twelve turbolaser cannons, four ion cannons, twenty-point laser cannons, twelve proton torpedo launchers and six traction beam projectors. Razor Crest is a pre-Imperial
patrol warship owned and piloted by Mundalorian bounty hunter Dean disney's Mundalorian web series. (quote necessary) Stinger Mantis Stinger Mantis, Mantis, Widely known as the Mantis, there was the S-161 Stinger XL luxury yacht piloted by Dream Dream in Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order. The spacecraft appearing in Star Wars Legends a number of
named ships appear only in the sources of Star Wars Legends, material that was branded non-canonical after the Walt Disney Company acquired Lucasfilm. Ebon the Hawk is Darth Revan's ship in Star Wars: Old Republic: Revan, Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic and Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic II: Sith Lords. It's designed to resemble the
Millennium Falcon. Moldy Crow is a modified Corellian HWK-290 used by Kyle Katarn and Ian Orhn in the video games Star Wars: Dark Forces and Star Wars: Dark Forces II: Jedi Knight. After being destroyed in Star Wars Jedi Knight II: The Jedi Outcast, he was replaced by the Crow's Claws. (quote needed) Rogue Shadow is a ship used by Starkiller and
Juno Eclipse in Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Virago is The Sizer Ship in the Shadows of the Empire. Its cot design, stylized as a stealth fighter, is inspired by pulley casting. Wild Karrde is a medium-sized cargo ship used by smuggler Talon Karrde in Timothy Xan's novel The Heir to the Empire. (quote necessary) See also the speculative portal of the
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